In September 2012, the eminent Estonian population geneticist Toomas Kivisild convened and hosted a gathering at the University of Cambridge entitled High Altitude and Cold: Adaptation to Extremes. This joyous event was billed as ‘a conference to discuss the latest scientific results on human physiological and genetic adaptation to high altitudes and cold environments’. Memorable speakers included Hugh Montgomery, Andrew J. Murray, Miroslava Derenko, Cynthia Beal, Maanasa Raghavan, Dennis O’Rourke, Gianpiero Cavalleri, Anna di Rienzo and Bill Amos. In addition to population geneticists and physiologists, Toomas Kivisild invited to Cambridge a single linguist, who happened to find genetics symposia more enlightening and often more full of ebullience than linguistic gatherings.

Just how damaging life at high altitudes can be for people who are genetically ill-equipped to cope with cold high-altitude environments was demonstrated by Andrew J. Murray of Cambridge, who reported on an expedition called Extreme Everest. This scientific expedition aimed to study the metabolic response of heart and muscle tissue to high-altitude hypoxia. It appears that a failing heart is somehow unable to oxidise fatty acids whilst in a state of dilated cardiomyopathy. This inability has to do with hypoxia inducible factors (HIF) and metabolic regulation, with hypoxia inducible factor one-alpha (HIF-1α) accumulating in hypoxic tissues. Fortunately, in healthy individuals, heart impairment caused by high altitude can repair itself after, say, about six months. Most interesting is how this impairment plays out at the biochemical level within the cell.

A loss of 20% to 25% of mitochondria was observed in muscle and skeletal tissue after an Everest summit. This reactive stress appears to come from reactive oxygen species, popularly known as free radicals,
and not as a result of the oxygen partial pressure (pO₂) in the tissues themselves. In this context, Dr. Murray exhorted us to protect our mitochondria. Biopsies of muscle tissue at sea level and at high altitude had shown a fall in mitochondrial density. This drop was not dramatic in the early phase, but, as one ascends higher, the levels of the mitochondrial uncoupling protein UCP3 increase dramatically, evidently in an attempt to protect the mitochondria by decreased uncoupling. Very dramatic biopsy changes were observed in subjects after summitting Everest, mainly on the cell membrane. Since it is still not understood why one population of mitochondria is depleted more than another, Dr. Murray assured us that a second Extreme Everest expedition was of the essence. In view of the fascinating findings, one could not begrudge these scientists the funding for a second Himalayan expedition.

Meanwhile, back in England, another group of scientists were indulging in their love for controlled experiments. One physiologist at the conference presented the results of an experiment in which he had put Tibetans and Englishmen into a large decompression chamber and set them to work on a treadmill. The subjects were hooked up to all sorts of medical measuring and monitoring equipment and taken up to artificially induced high altitudes. An interesting characteristic of the Tibetans in the experiment was that they had all been born and bred in England and had at no point in their lives been exposed to high-altitude environments. In fact, they were Britons of Tibetan extraction. In the experiment, therefore, their bodies had to rely on their inborn capacity to cope with alpine conditions.

Soon most test subjects of impeccable Brittanic pedigree were seen to be huffing and puffing and exhibiting physiological responses that, over any length of time, would have been incompatible with life. To the dismay of the experimenters, these test subjects had to be removed from the decompression chamber before their session could run its full course. By contrast, the British subjects of pure Tibetan extraction invariably experienced little sign of discomfort and even exhibited a demeanour of nonchalance throughout. One might even say that, at the histological level, the bodies of the subjects of Tibetan ancestry exuded an air of nonchalance, for their innate responses to high-altitude conditions are of such biochemical sophistication that their physiological indicators were observed to remain in the cool, calm and collected mode throughout the experiment.

This experiment vividly illustrated the inbuilt nature of the Tibetan capacity to cope with what Johann Grueber in 1661 described as ‘viato-
res vix respirare ob aëris subtilitatem queant’, that is, travellers, but not the Tibetans, could hardly breathe in the thin air. The Austrian Jesuit recorded this observation after having traversed the Everest massif with his Wallyoon confrère Albert d’Orville on their way from Peking to Agra. Grueber also reported that Mount Everest was known locally to the Tibetans as གླང་གུར ‘Langgur ‘bull’s tent’ and claimed by them to be the ‘mons omnium altissimus’, the highest of all mountains.

It is obvious that the local Tibetan name ‘Langgur was the source for the bookish Tibetan name བྱོ་མོ་མི་གཡོ་གླང་བཟང་མ་ J’omomi’yo’langzangma ‘Immovable Hardy Mistress Taurus’, rather than the other way around. The literary Tibetan name is familiar to many Western travellers in its shortened form བྱོ་མོ་ལང་མ་ J’omo’langma, which often ends up transmogrified in various guises on tourist posters and in popular travel guides. It stands to reason that the very people who had lived for so long in the high Himalayas would already have known which mountain was the world’s highest long before Rādhānāth Sikdhar and Michael Hennessy of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India first measured it to be so in 1852.

Yet just how long have the Tibetans been living in the Himalayas was anyone’s guess until population geneticists and palaeontologists began to find answers to this age-old question. Genetic evidence indicates that the ancestors of the Tibetans have lived on the high plateau and in the Himalayan highlands for well over thirty millennia, whereas the Andeans have resided at high altitude for only just a dozen millennia. Consequently, Tibetan highlanders differ in their biological characteristics from the Nuñoan Peruvians. Under similarly hypoxic conditions, Tibetans have lower haemoglobin (Hb), more nitrogen oxides (NO) in the blood, and less oxygen partial pressure (pO2) in their tissues. In their quest for the evolutionary basis of human adaptation to cold and high altitude, population geneticists have identified the now famous genes EPAS1 and EGLN1, and they optimistically announce that they will soon identify other loci.1

Whereas both Andeans and Tibetans exhibit the high altitude adaptation gene EGLN1, the gene EPAS1 turns out to be somewhat of a Himalayan specialty and very much a product of natural selection. By contrast, Andeans appear to have relied heavily on developmental plasticity to realise short-term responses to living at high altitude, capitalising upon genetic propensities which we all share. For example, highlanders in the Andes are shorter in height than their closest relatives...
at lower altitudes. Like Europeans, Hân Chinese and most other people, Andeans show a haemoglobin response which varies for displacement to high altitude, whereas Tibetans notably do not exhibit this response. At high altitudes, Tibetans have less haemoglobin.

Whilst Andeans respond by producing more haemoglobin to capture more oxygen from the air, the Tibetan EPAS1 gene codes for haemoglobin production in a way that represents the finely honed outcome of long natural selection. The Tibetan genome exhibits high-frequency single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) near the EPAS1 gene associated with lower haemoglobin concentrations. Lower haemoglobin levels at high altitudes prevent free radical accumulation. Instead, Tibetans have enhanced nitrogen oxide levels in the blood, allowing more blood to circulate. Tibetans also breathe more deeply and more frequently. A long gradual evolution under the selective pressures of the Tibetan plateau and the Himalayan highlands is responsible for the physiological sophistication of the Tibetan genetic adaptations to cold and high altitude. The genetic architecture of the Tibetan adaptation to climate and altitude is unique.

A low haemoglobin response is not unique, however. In Ethiopia, the Amhara, for example, also exhibit a low haemoglobin response phenotype at high altitude, whereas the neighbouring Oromo have a very pronounced high altitude response. Yet the Amharic phenotype has a genetically distinct molecular basis, and the biochemical pathways which Tibetans exploit are not the same as those found in the Amhara. Although it has been understood for quite some years now that hypoxia inducible nuclear factors (HIF) bind to an enhancer element located 3’ to the human erythropoietin gene, a great many disparate factors are known to affect the abundance and transcription of hypoxia inducible factors. Oxygen homoeostasis pathways can be activated without hypoxia, for example, by exposure to extreme cold, although stress caused by temperature or poor nutrition remains inherently hard to quantify.

The Tibetan adaptation is of particular interest because this gene and the associated molecular markers reflect the antiquity of human habitation in the Himalayan region. More generally, it is observed that numerous alleles under strong selective pressure show dramatic clines the further one gets from Africa. At the same time, neutral variability declines with distance out of Africa, as reflected in the heterozygosity of alleles and cranial measurements, except where this appears to be under selective pressure. Natural selection has evidently favoured in-
creased variability in genes coding for resistance to pathogens which are under directed selection, and such markers increase in diversity as one moves out of Africa.

Most recently, on the basis of the highly specific structure of the Tibetan haplotype and the fact that outside of Tibet the EPAS1 gene is exclusively found in Denisovan DNA, a team of geneticists have established that the celebrated hypoxia pathway gene is the result of introgression of a Denisovan gene into the ancestors of the Tibetans (Huerta-Sánchez et al. 2014). The Denisovans were a Palaeolithic people who lived in the Denisova cave in the Altai mountains of Siberia. Like the Neanderthals, this extinct variety of human is not really entirely extinct because these people met and interbred with the ancestors of many existing populations. A small percentage of DNA is shared between Denisovans and Australians and between Denisovans and a number of Asian populations. Today the EPAS1 gene is still exclusively shared between Denisovans and Tibetans. Interbreeding with Denisovans rendered the ancestors of the Tibetans specifically well-equipped to life in the Himalayan highlands and on the Tibetan plateau. In our understanding we must be ever wary of anachronisms in our thinking. When an ancestral highland Asian population interbred with the Denisovans, these people did not yet speak a language related to Tibetan, and ethnolinguistically they were, of course, not yet Tibetan in any modern sense of the word.

Not only can our susceptibility to altitude sickness or our inborn inurement to thin air and cold be used to garner information about our past. Microbial pathogens too can tell us how and where our ancestors moved about. Half of the people in the world today are infected with _Helicobacter pylori_, a pathogen which causes chronic gastritis and peptic ulcers and appears to be implicated in the development of duodenal and stomach cancers. Although first discovered only in 1982, this gram-negative proteobacterium has lived in human stomachs at least since the time that our ancestors emerged from Africa. Some _Helicobacter_ enthusiasts regard this microbe as a benign commensal, and some have even hinted that its ubiquity and long coexistence with humans suggest that man’s relationship with the bacterium might even be symbiotic. Yet any beneficial effects of this bug have yet to be demonstrated.

The phylogeny of the various strains of _Helicobacter pylori_ reflect the peopling of the planet by anatomically modern humans such as ourselves. Compelling evidence has been adduced that human stomachs
were colonised by *Helicobacter pylori* long before we left Africa, and the oldest strains are found in the San populations of southern Africa. (Wirth *et al.* 2004, Linz *et al.* 2007). In the phylogeny of this pathogen, the first clade out of Africa to diverge is the clade *hp Sahul*, which traces the early littoral dispersal of humans out of Africa as far as Australia. The next most basal branch in the out-of-Africa tree is *hp Asia2*, which exists in two strains *hsp Ladakh* and *hsp India*, whereby *hsp Ladakh* is the older of the two. After the littoral dispersal of the first wave, the stomach pathogen traces the second major wave in the peopling of Asia as first disseminating through the welcoming mid hill habitats of the Himalayan corridor. Yet in terms of sampling, the Himalayan region remains one of the most understudied geographical areas in *Helicobacter* research (Moodley 2014).

Not all diseases have been with us as long as *Helicobacter pylori*. Leprosy is caused by the microbe *Mycobacterium leprae*, and initially it was thought that the different strains of this pathogen too would reflect the dispersals of anatomically modern humans out of Africa (Monot *et al.* 2005). However, in order to thrive and spread in a fecund manner, leprosy requires a host population that has attained some critical density, for leprosy is the least contagious of our communicable diseases. There is no palaeopathological evidence for leprosy, and this mycobacterium is unlikely to have thrived in our Pleistocene ancestors, who lived in small mobile bands of hunters and foragers. Instead leprosy appears to represent one of the first maladies associated with urban living. Its preference for dense sedentary populations of the human host population makes the phylogeny of the various strains of leprosy a good tracer for patterns of dispersal in the Holocene (Pinhasi *et al.* 2006).

Yet we need not resort to proxy studies such as pathogens to trace Holocene migrations. Both historical linguistics and human population genetics provide us with ample information about these more recent episodes of our past. We shall now define the Eastern Himalaya as a geographical area, and then investigate what human population genetics and linguistics tell us about our past.
Once anatomically man emerged from Africa, simple facts of geography dictated where he might go, at least to some extent. Molecular genetic findings tell us that our ancestors emerged in waves (Rasmussen et al. 2011). Between 75,000 and 62,000 years ago, the First Wave spilled out of Africa and followed a littoral route eastward across the Indian Subcontinent and Southeast Asia. The littoral dispersal should not be envisaged as bands of beachcombers, but as migrations through the vast and broad swathes of territory which encircle and abut on the southern coastline of the Asian continent.

There is genomic evidence for some secondary gene flow between New Guinea and Australia some 8,000 years ago at the time of the Sahul land bridge, but the actual colonisation of Australia took place some 50,000 years ago and involved a major sea crossing from Asia. How the Australians reached the great continent down under remains a mystery. Were the initial groups of settlers marooned after having been haplessly swept out to sea, or were the first Australians intrepid mariners?

What is clear is that the littoral route of the First Wave effectively culminated in a major seagoing adventure which defied simple facts of geography. What is equally evident is that the original Australians quickly abandoned their seagoing ways. The deep branching of maternal and paternal lineages of Australian populations vis-à-vis other populations around the Indian Ocean shows long-term isolation after initial settlement. The linguistic picture suggests that the maritime migration of the first Australians made landfall in the northwest of Australia. Seven-eighths of the continent is covered by Pama-Nyungan languages, whilst the northwestern region shows a diversity of language families that marks the area as the probable hearth for the peopling of the Australian continent. Meanwhile, strewn across the southern Asian littoral, ancient populations whose ancestors had emerged from Africa in the First Wave continued to flourish.

Then between 38,000 to 25,000 years ago, the Second Wave spilled out of Africa through the Levant. A small group branched off into Asia Minor and ventured further west into Europe, but the main body of the wave swept across South Asia and headed to East Asia. Other than those headed for Europe, these migrating peoples interbred with populations of the First Wave whom they met on their way. It is an inescapable consequence of geography that when our anatomically modern ancestors
emerged from Africa and took this inland route on their way to East Asia, Southeast Asia, Oceania, Siberia, the Americas and even Lappland, many of these ancestors must at one point have passed through the Eastern Himalaya and crossed the mighty Brahmaputra.

Geographically the Eastern Himalaya can be demarcated as a well defined area which served as a principal thoroughfare in the course of population prehistory. The Himalayas run over 3600 kilometres from the Hazārahjāt Highlands in the west to the Liāngshān in the east. In the west, the Himalayas are punctuated by the Tīrīch Mir in the Hindu Kush at 7708m and by the K2 in the Karakoram at 8661m. In the east the Himalayas are punctuated by the གཞིང་ཀར་པོ་ Khāng Karpo in eastern Tibet at 6740m and the Hkakabo Razi in northern Burma at 5881m.

The Himalayas form no natural watershed, and many of the rivers are of greater antiquity than the mountains themselves. The Kālī Gaṇḍakī, which flows right through the Himalayan range and just beneath the Dhaulāgiri (8167m), has carved out the deepest river valley on the face of the planet. This invagination at the very heart of the Himalayan range, prominently visible to any airplane passenger flying across the Gangetic plain, bisects the Himalayas into two halves of roughly equal length.

The eastern half can be denominated as the Eastern Himalaya, beginning from the Dhaulāgiri and extending eastward across the Himalayas and sub-Himalayas, the Meghalaya, the lower Brahmaputran basin and its associated hills tracts, the eastern Tibetan Plateau and the Indo-Burmese borderlands into the Chinese provinces of Yūnnán and Sīchuān. The Eastern Himalaya constituted an area of pivotal importance to population prehistory and served as a cradle of ethnogenesis at different time depths in the past. New insights from linguistics, genetics and archaeobotany enable us tentatively to reconstruct the founding dispersals of a number of major language families in Asia and Oceania.
Figure 1: Geographical distribution of Trans-Himalayan languages

Figure 2: Geographical distribution of the major Trans-Himalayan subgroups. Each dot represents not just one language, but the putative historical geographical centre of each of 42 major linguistic subgroups.
Figure 3: Thirty out of forty-two Trans-Himalayan subgroups lie south of the Himalayan divide, seven to the north and east, and five (Tshangla, Bodish, Nungish, Lolo-Burmese and Kachinic) straddle both flanks of the Himalayas.

Figure 4: Geographical distribution of Hmong-Mien
Figure 5: Geographical distribution of Kradaí

Figure 6: Geographical distribution of Austronesian
Figure 7: Geographical distribution of Austroasiatic

Figure 8: The 2012 Benares Recension: Revised East Asian phylogeny.
Figure 9: After the Last Glacial Maximum, the Y chromosomal haplogroup O (M175) split into the subclades O1 (M119), O2 (M268) and O3 (M122). Bearers of the O2 (M268) paternal lineage domesticated Asian rice.

Figure 10: Paternal lineages branching into new subclades. Each event involved a linguistic bottleneck leading to language families that today are reconstructible as distinct linguistic phyla. The O1 (MSY2.2) lineage gave rise to the O1a (M119) subclade, which moved eastward to the Fújiàn hill tracts and across the strait to Formosa, which so became the Urheimat of the Austronesians. Bearers of O3a3b (M7) became the Proto-Hmong-Mien. In the Eastern Himalaya, the bearers of haplogroup O3a3c (M134) expanded and became the Trans-Himalayans. Haplogroup O2a (M95) is the Proto-Austroasiatic paternal lineage. The para-Austroasiatic fraternal clade O2b (M176) spread eastward, sowing seed along the way.
Language and Genes

There is a long lineage of scholars from Julius von Klaproth and Friedrich Max Müller who, since the early 19th century, have stressed that language and biological ancestry are two different things. There have been others too, like Sir William Jones, who from time immemorial have confounded language and race. Generally people throughout history have been inclined to speak the language spoken by their parents, but the language which we happen to speak today may very well not be the language of our parents. Since genes are invariably inherited by offspring from their biological parents, a probabilistic correlation may therefore exist between language and genes in human populations, though this need not necessarily be so.

The past encompassed vast stretches of time. There are many slices of the past, and a chronologically layered view of ethnolinguistic prehistory is therefore essential. When Neanderthals and anatomically modern humans coexisted in the Levant between 80,000 and 50,000 years ago, interaction between the two varieties of hominids entailed a modest Neanderthal paternal contribution of between 1% to 4% to the ancestry of mankind outside of Africa (Serre et al. 2004, Sankaram et al. 2012). When our ancestors subsequently set off in different directions to Europe and deeper into Asia and beyond, the people who moved east had a slightly higher proportion of Neanderthal ancestry than those who followed the Neanderthals into Europe and possibly contributed to their ultimate extinction there.

In terms of distinct chronological layers of prehistory, the telltale trace of Neanderthal DNA in Eastern African populations such as the Maasai represents a vestige of much later prehistorical contacts between peoples of the East African littoral and Asian populations across the Indian Ocean (Walls et al. 2013). Similarly, the linguistically reconstructible past likewise relates to more recent slices of prehistory. Not only is the time depth accessible to historical linguistics shallower than the time depth accessible to human genetics, but the spread of language families also happens to be a more recent phenomenon than the spread of our anatomically modern ancestors outside of Africa. Language families, linguistic phyla and the recognition of language isolates represent the maximal time depth accessible to historical linguistics because the relatedness of languages belonging to a recognised language family or linguistic phylum represents the limit of what linguists can empirical-
ly demonstrate. This epistemological barrier represents the linguistic event horizon.

Historical linguistics and human population genetics present two distinct windows on the past. At the same time, the time depth accessible to historical linguistics is an order of magnitude shallower than the time depth accessible to genetics. Language families represent the maximal time depth accessible to historical linguists because the relatedness of languages belonging to a recognised linguistic phylum represents the limit of what can be demonstrated by the comparative method. This epistemological barrier represents the linguistic event horizon. Languages and genes are independent, but correlations may exist between chromosomal markers and language. Yet these relationships should not be confused with identity. The correlation of a particular genetic marker with the distribution of a certain language family must not be simplistically equated with populations speaking languages of a particular linguistic phylum.

Moreover, we must also take into account the potential skewing effects of natural selection, gene surfing, recurrent bottlenecks during range expansion and the sexually asymmetrical introgression of resident genes into incursive populations. Factors such as ancient population structure and possible ancient Y chromosomal introgression could also affect inferences and interpretations based on any single Y chromosomal locus when attempting to reconstruct migrations and elucidate the geographical origins of populations (Mendez et al. 2013, van Driem 2012b). Even with all these caveats in place, we must be especially aware of all provisos and qualifications included in our inferences and working hypotheses when attempting to understand East Asian ethnolinguistic phylogeography.

In attempting to understand such correlations, it will not suffice to keep just these caveats in mind, we should also beware of the insidious influence of obsolete ways of thinking. Myths are astonishingly robust. Myths continue to survive both in the popular imagination as well as in scientific discourse long after their obsolescence has been convincingly demonstrated. Categories such as the Mongoloid race or the Caucasoid race have no basis in biological fact, but they persist today. These racial categories originated in the attempt of Christoph Meiners (1813) to come to terms with phenotypical diversity of our species by setting up a classification of races based on what he imagined where the uralte Stammvölker or racial prototypes of mankind.
Similarly, in historical linguistics, the Sino-Tibetan family tree has long been outed as a false theory (van Driem 2014a). Yet this empirically unsupported model has continued to mislead a number of scholars even in recent years, and a subset of linguists who designate themselves as Sino-Tibetanists continue to adhere to this false phylogeny. Dispelling myths can be an arduous task because of the tenacity with which such narratives can take hold of the human mind. Modern adherents of Sino-Tibetan cannot be held accountable for the racist legacy of model, which is rooted in ‘scientific’ racism. Indeed, most linguists lack detailed knowledge of the history of their own field. Yet at one point students of historical linguistics come to shoulder responsibility for the models which they inherit from their mentors. Historical linguists must evaluate family trees and subgrouping hypotheses and be compelled by evidence and the lack thereof.

**Father Tongues**

When studying the distribution of maternally inherited markers in the mitochondrial DNA and paternally inherited markers on the Y chromosome, population geneticists soon found that it was easier to find statistically relevant correlations between the language of a particular community and the paternally inherited markers prevalent in that community than between the language and the most salient maternally inherited markers found in that speech community. This Father Tongue correlation had already been described by a Swiss-Italian team (Poloni et al. 1997, 2000) well before the appearance of the seminal articles on Y chromosomal phylogeography by Underhill et al. (2000, 2001). Subsequent work has further refined the resolution of the Y chromosomal haplogroup tree, e.g. Karafet et al. (2008).

The inference was made that paternally inherited polymorphisms may serve as markers for linguistic dispersals in the past, and that a correlation of Y chromosomal markers with language may point towards male-biased linguistic intrusions. The Father Tongue correlation is ubiquitous but not universal. Its preponderance allows us to deduce that a mother teaching her children their father’s tongue must have been a prevalent and recurrent pattern in linguistic prehistory. It is reasonable to infer that some mechanisms of language change may be inherent to this pathway of transmission. Phylogenies of autosomal single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms in whole genome studies are making headway (Li et al. 2008), but it is still too early to tell to what extent correlations of autosomal markers with language phyla will be identified that are as salient as the currently observed Father Tongue correlations.

There are a number of reasons why we might expect this outcome. Initial human colonisation of any part of the planet must have involved both sexes in order for a population of progeny to establish itself. Once a population is in place, however, subsequent migrations could have been heavily gender-biased. Subsequently, male intruders could impose their language whilst availing themselves of the womenfolk already in place. By contrast, correlations between maternal lineages and linguistic phylogeography discerned to date have been underwhelming. The Father Tongue hypothesis suggests that linguistic dispersals were, at least in most parts of the world, posterior to initial human colonisation and that many linguistic dispersals were predominantly later male-biased intrusions. Such patterns are observed worldwide.

The correlation of Niger-Congo languages with Y chromosomal haplogroups is a striking example (Wood et al. 2005). Likewise, the martial and male-biased historical spread of Hán Chinese during the sinification of southern China, recounted in detail in the Chinese chronicles, is just as faithfully reflected in the genetic evidence (Wen et al. 2004). A recent common ancestry between native Americans and indigenous Altaians is also based preponderantly on the shared Y chromosomal heritage and is not quite as well reflected in the mitochondrial lineages (Dulik et al. 2012). The saliency of Y chromosomal haplogroups in tribal and caste populations in India contrasts with the comparatively featureless nature and antiquity of the mitochondrial landscape (Thanseem et al. 2006, Thangaraj et al. 2006b).

A major Y-chromosomal lineage in Mesolithic Europe, and perhaps even the predominant paternal lineage in Palaeolithic Europe, was haplogroup I. The Basque community, whose language harks back to a pre-Indo-European epoch, are distinct from their immediate neighbours in Iberia and France in tracing as much as a third of their ancestry back to ancient Western European hunter-gatherer populations, as represented by the Mesolithic male skeleton recovered from the Loschbour rock shelter in Heffingen in Luxembourg. By contrast, local maxima of haplogroup I in Scandinavia and the western Balkans might reflect more recent expansions of this lineage (Lazaridis et al. 2014).
The spread of various Y chromosomal R subclades is likely to be linked to the dispersal of Indo-European from an original homeland in the Pontic-Caspian steppe (van Driem 2007, 2012b), but the unfolding story of Y chromosomal R lineages will no doubt turn out to be complex. In an epoch anterior to the expansion of Indo-European from the Pontic Caspian, an older pre-Indo-European or even pre-Nostratic homeland could have lain in the Western Himalaya, as suggested by the presence of the ancestral clade R* in Indian populations (Underhill et al. 2010, 2014). This hypothesis exists in two versions. In this context, the presence of F* and K* in Indian populations represents additional molecular evidence for the pivotal position of South and Southeast Asia in population prehistory after the emergence of our ancestors from Africa (van Driem 2014b, Karafet et al. 2014). In this context, a fine-mesh study of populations inhabiting the Western Himalaya remains a desideratum.

Similarly, it has been proposed that the Y chromosomal lineage L, which shows a great diversity of subclades on the Iranian highland, can be identified as the possible marker of a patrilingual dispersal of Elamo-Dravidian emanating from a region which included the Bactria and Margiana of later prehistory (van Driem 2012b), and that one of these Y chromosomal L subclades will appear to be correlated with the patrilingual spread of Dravidian languages from the Indus Valley into southern India (van Driem 2014b).

I have also proposed that haplogroup Q, an offspring clade of Y chromosomal haplogroup P, could at a certain time depth represent a marker for the Greater Yenisseian linguistic phylum (van Driem 2008, 2014b). Obviously this is not to equate a marker such as Y-chromosomal haplogroup Q with some Greater Yenisseian ‘ethnolinguistic stock’. Such simplifications would merely impede a detailed understanding of the phylogeny and chronology of the many Q subclades as well as the likely complexity of the spread of the Greater Yenisseian linguistic phylum. Populations forming local exceptions to the Father Tongue correlation, such as the Hungarians and the Balti, have been discussed elsewhere (van Driem 2012b, 2014b). At a certain time depth a Y chromosomal haplogroup marker may be a tracer for a paternally mediated linguistic spread.

In the following sections, the paternal ancestry of language communities speaking tongues of the East Asian linguistic phylum will be interpreted to sketch a plausible scenario for the founding dispersals of the constituent language families of the East Asian
phylum. In so doing, the paternal haplogroup O2a (M95) will be identified as a tracer for the predominantly paternal spread of Austroasiatic, haplogroup O3a3c (M134) with Trans-Himalayan, haplogroup O3a3b (M7) lineage with Hmong-Mien and O1 (MSY2.2) with Austro-Tai (van Driem 2007, 2012b, 2014b). Against the background of the East Asian linguistic theory, linguistic ancestry will be seen to correlate well with paternal ancestry. Y chromosomal phylogeography captures formative episodes in the ethnolinguistic prehistory of Asia and the world. In the near future, whole-genome sequencing and genome-wide typing and selection scans may lead to an overhaul of Y chromosomal haplogroup nomenclature. Yet at the time depth reflected by Y chromosomal phylogeography, the interface of molecular genetics and historical linguistics tells a tale of the peopling of the world from a Holocene ethnolinguistic perspective.

**The Trans-Himalayan language family and the East Asian linguistic phylum**

The second most populous language family on the planet is Trans-Himalayan, also known as Tibeto-Burman. Most speakers of Trans-Himalayan languages today live to the north and east of the Himalayas (Figure 1), but most of the over 300 different languages and three fourths of the major Trans-Himalayan subgroups are located to the south of the Himalayan divide (Figure 2). The Trans-Himalayan language family was first recognised by Julius von Klaproth in 1823, who identified the family as consisting of Tibetan, Chinese, Burmese and related languages. This language family was called Tibeto-Burman by scholars in the British Isles, e.g. Hodgson (1857), Cust (1878), Forbes (1878), Houghton (1896).

Following in the footsteps of scholars such as Witsen (1692) and Re-landus (1706, 1707, 1708), Julius von Klaproth challenged conventional wisdom in 1823 by proposing a polyphyletic view of Asian language families, and he distinguished the contours of many of the known Asian language families. The five major language families recognised today as forming part of the East Asian linguistic phylum are Trans-Himalayan, Hmong-Mien, Kradai, Austronesian and Austroasiatic (Figures 1, 4, 5, 6, 7).
Once Klaproth’s polythetic view had been in place for nearly a century, scholars began to discern possible long-distance relationships between the recognised language families. We might say that for linguistic taxonomy Klaproth’s centrifugal step was gradually followed by a series of centripetal steps. Gustave Schlegel (1901, 1902) agreed with Klaproth in assessing Kradai to be unrelated to Sinitic, merely replete with Sinitic loans, and argued instead that Kradai was related to Austronesian. Schlegel’s old theory was taken up by Benedict (1942, 1975, 1976, 1990) under the guise of ‘Austro-Thai’, though this putative genetic link constituted just an ingredient in his grand and poorly supported ‘Japanese/Austro-Tai’.

Weera Ostapirat (2005, 2013) was the first to present methodologically sound and cogent historical comparative evidence that Kradai and Austronesian represent coordinate branches of an Austro-Tai family. The coordinate branches of Ostapirat’s Austro-Tai represent an ancient migration from what today is southern China across the Taiwan Strait to Formosa, where the Austronesian language family established itself, whilst the proto-language ancestral to today’s Kradai language communities remained behind on the mainland. Much later, the Formosan exodus led to the spread of the Malayo-Polynesian branch throughout the Philippines, the Malay peninsula, the Indonesian Archipelago, Madagascar and Oceania.

By uniting Kradai and Austronesian into Austro-Tai, Ostapirat reduced the five major language families to just four: Austro-Tai, Trans-Himalayan, Hmong-Mien and Austroasiatic. Decades ago, transgressing the linguistic event horizon, Wilhelm Schmidt (1906) proposed an Austric macrofamily, uniting Austroasiatic and Austronesian, based on morphological evidence drawn especially from Nicobarese. Lawrence Reid became a proponent of Schmidt’s theory but also envisaged an even larger macrofamily, proposing that Austric ‘as a language family may eventually need to be abandoned in favour of a wider language family which can be shown to include both Austronesian and Austroasiatic languages but not necessarily as sisters of a common ancestor’ (2005: 150).

In the first half of the 20th century, Conrady (1916, 1922) and Wulff (1934, 1942) each proposed a superfamily consisting of Austroasiatic, Austronesian, Kradai and Tibeto-Burman. Subsequently, Blust (1996) and Peiros (1998) proposed an Austric superfamily comprising Austroasiatic, Austronesian, Kradai and possibly Hmong-Mien. Then in
2001 at Périgueux, a year before he died of congestive heart failure in Hawai‘i, Stanley Starosta proposed the East Asian linguistic phylum encompassing Kradai, Austronesian, Tibeto-Burman, Hmong-Mien and Austroasiatic. Starosta’s evidence was meagre, yet compelling in being primarily morphological in nature. The ancient morphological processes shared by the families of this phylum, according to Starosta, were an agentive prefix *<m->, a patient suffix *<n->, an instrumental prefix <s-> and a perfective prefix *<n->. The East Asian word was ostensibly disyllabic and exhibited the canonical structure cvcvvc.

Starosta’s posthumously published East Asian phylogeny was marred by editorial errors (Starosta 2005: 183), which were later corrected (van Driem 2005a: 322). A theory of linguistic relationship at this time depth lies at the frontier of what can be empirically demonstrated to the satisfaction of a methodologically rigorous historical linguist. This hypothesis will therefore remain an informed conjecture until solid historical linguistic evidence either further supports or overturns the model. At Benares in 2012, I presented the tweaked East Asian family tree depicted in Figure 8 (van Driem 2014b).

**EAST ASIAN AND THE EASTERN HIMALAYAN HOMELAND**

The populations today speaking languages of the Trans-Himalayan, Hmong-Mien, Austroasiatic and Austro-Tai families are characterised by a preponderance of the Y-chromosomal haplogroup O. In fact, the four language families are each characterised by a particular subclade of O, suggesting both a paternal spread of these language families as well as a time depth for the putative East Asian linguistic phylum coeval with the antiquity of the paternal haplogroup O itself.

There is good reason to believe that the geographical locus of the ancestral haplogroup NO (M214) lay in the Eastern Himalaya. When the two paternal lineages N and O split up, the bearers of haplogroup N set out for East Asia just after the Last Glacial Maximum, braving ice and tundra, and, in a grand counterclockwise sweep, gradually migrated across northern Eurasia as far as west as Lappland (Rootsi et al. 2007, Derenko et al. 2007, Mirabal et al. 2009). I have identified this clade with the paternal spread of Fortescue’s (1998, 2001) Uralo-Siberian linguistic phylum, comprising the Uralic, Yukagir, Eskimo-Aleut, Nivkh and Chukotko-Kamchatkan language families (van Driem 2014b). The
ancestral clade N* (M231) is still found in the highest frequency in northern Burma, Yúnnán and Sìchuān.

The fraternal clade O, which appears to be a marker for the linguistic ancestors of the hypothetical East Asian linguistic phylum, remained behind in the Eastern Himalaya. As temperature and humidity increased after the Last Glacial Maximum, the Y chromosomal haplogroup O (M175) split up into the subclades O1 (M119), O2 (M268) and O3 (M122). The three subclades can be putatively assigned to three geographical loci along an east-west axis for the sake of argument and without any claim to geographical precision. Whereas the haplogroup O1 (M119) moved to the drainage of the Pearl River and its tributaries in what today is Guǎngdōng, the bearers of haplogroup O2 (M268) moved to southern Yúnnán, whilst bearers of the O3 (M122) haplogroup remained in the southeastern Himalayas, expanding their range initially only into adjacent parts of northeastern India and northern Burma (Figure 9). The O2 (M268) clade split into O2a (M95) and O2b (M176), an event which took place just before the linguistic event horizon.

Asian rice, perhaps both japonica and indica rice, may have first been domesticated roughly in the area hypothetically imputed to O2 (M268), which would have included southern Yúnnán (van Driem 2011a, 2012a). The bearers of the subclade O2a (M95) became the Stammväter of the Austroasiatics (van Driem 2007, Chaubey et al. 2010). The Austroasiatics spread from this locus initially to the Salween drainage in northeastern Burma and to the area that today is northern Thailand and western Laos. In time, the Austroasiatics would spread as far as the Mekong delta, the Malay peninsula, the Nicobars and later even into eastern India, where they would introduce both their language and their paternal lineage to indigenous peoples of the subcontinent (Figure 10). Despite its prevalence in Munda populations, the topology of haplogroup O2a does not support a South Asian origin for this paternal lineage (Kumar et al. 2007, Chaubey et al. 2010). Again the mitochondrial background is of greater antiquity, and the paternal lineage appears to be the signature for the spread of the language phylum and its adoption by resident populations (Thangaraj et al. 2006a, Kumar et al. 2006).

Since we have associated the paternal lineage O2a (M95), which is a derivative clade of haplogroup O2 (M268), with the Austroasiatic language phylum, we might conjecture that Asian rice, perhaps both japonica and indica rice, was first domesticated roughly in the general area hypothetically imputed to O2 (M268). Whilst the bearers of the O2a
(M95) haplogroup became the Stammväter of the Austroasiatics, the other derivative paternal subclade O2b (M176) spread eastward, where they introduced rice agriculture to the areas south of the Yangtze. Though the bearers of the O2b (M176) haplogroup continued to sow seed as they continued to move ever further eastward, they left little or no linguistic traces, except maybe an Austroasiatic name for the Yangtze river, as proposed by Pulleyblank (1983), reflected as the toponym borrowed by Old Chinese as 江 *kʰroŋ (modern Mandarin: jiāng). This para-Austroasiatic paternal lineage moved as far as the Korean peninsula and represents the second major wave of peopling attested in the Japanese genome (Jin et al. 2009, Karafet et al. 2009b).

We can identify the O2b (M176) lineage with the Yayoi people, who introduced rice agriculture to Japan, perhaps as early as the second millennium BC, during the final phase of the Jōmon period (Tanaka et al. 2004, Hammer et al. 2006). The Yayoi appear also to have introduced other crops of continental inspiration to the Japanese archipelago such as millet, wheat and melons. The gracile Yayoi immigrants soon outnumbered the more robust and less populous Jōmon, who had been the first anatomically modern humans to populate Japan. The Y chromosomal haplogroup O2b and other O haplogroups in Japan are later arrivals but account for more than half of all Japanese paternal lineages, with their highest frequencies in Kyūshū.

A Father Tongue theory for Altaic which assumes no close affinity between Altaic and Uralo-Siberian entails that an antique C haplogroup, probably C3, represents an early trace of a paternally disseminated linguistic phylum at a great time depth. Factors such as changes in the ambient material world, social upheaval and cultural transformation, which are known to accelerate the pace of language change, have played an ever more salient role in human life since the Neolithic revolution. It is conceivable, therefore, that language may have changed at a slower tempo in Palaeolithic times. Scholars of the Altaic language family have reconstructed a very ancient linguistic relationship. No doubt, much of this old linguistic stratum was lost long ago. The remnants of this Father Tongue survive in Japan as Japanese and elsewhere in Asia as the other languages of the Altaic language family, i.e. Korean, Tungusic, Mongolic and Turkic. Another ancient Father Tongue, entirely distinct from Altaic and anciently introduced to Japan by the bearers of the Y chromosomal haplogroup D2 (M55), also survives today in the Japanese archipelago as Ainu.
At the dawn of the Holocene in the Eastern Himalaya, haplogroup O3 (M122) gave rise to the ancestral Trans-Himalayan paternal lineage O3a3c (M134) and the original Hmong-Mien paternal lineage O3a3b (M7). The bearers of the polymorphism O3a3c (M134) stayed behind in the area comprising Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, northeastern India, southeastern Tibet and northern Burma, whilst the bearers of the O3a3b (M7) lineage migrated eastward to settle in the areas south of the Yangtze. On their way, the early Hmong-Mien encountered the ancient Austroasiatics, from whom they adopted rice agriculture. The intimate interaction between ancient Austroasiatics and the early Hmong-Mien not only involved the sharing of knowledge about rice agriculture technology, but also left a genetic trace in the high frequencies of haplogroup O2a (M95) in today’s Hmong-Mien and of haplogroup O3a3b (M7) in today’s Austroasiatic populations.

On the basis of these Y chromosomal haplogroup frequencies, Cai et al. (2011: 8) observed that Austroasiatics and Hmong-Mien ‘are closely related genetically’ and ventured to speculate about ‘a Mon-Khmer origin of Hmong-Mien populations’. It would be more precise to infer that the incidence of haplogroup O3a3b (M7) in Austroasiatic language communities of Southeast Asia indicates a significant Hmong-Mien paternal contribution to the early Austroasiatic populations whose descendants settled in Southeast Asia, whereas the incidence of haplogroup O3a3b (M7) in Austroasiatic communities of the Indian subcontinent is undetectably low. On the other hand, the incidence of Y chromosomal haplogroup O2a amongst the Hmong-Mien appears to indicate a slightly more modest Austroasiatic paternal contribution to Hmong-Mien populations than vice versa.

As the Hmong-Mien moved eastward, the bearers of haplogroup O2b (M176) likewise continued to move east. Even further east, the O1 (M119) paternal lineage gave rise to the O1a (M119) subclade, which moved from the Pearl River drainage eastward to the Mín river drainage in the hill tracts of Fújiān and across the strait to Formosa, which consequently became the Urheimat of the Austronesians (cf. Abdul-la et al. 2009). Back west in the Eastern Himalaya, the bearers of Y chromosomal haplogroup O3a3c (M134) expanded further throughout Sichuān and Yúnnán, north and northwest across the Tibetan plateau as well as further westward across the Himalayas and southward into the Indo-Burmese borderlands. In the southwest on the Brahmaputra plain, the early Tibeto-Burmans encountered Austroasiatics, who had preceded them.
If we assume a linguistic dispersal in which languages were spread by populations in which a particular paternal lineage was dominant, then the Malayo-Polynesian expansion via the Philippines into insular Southeast Asia must have entailed the introduction of Austronesian by bearers of the Y chromosomal haplogroup O1a (M119) to resident communities, in which an originally Austroasiatic paternal lineage O2a (M95) was and would remain dominant even after linguistic assimilation, and other older paternal lineages also persisted (Karafet et al. 2005, Li et al. 2008). Similarly, Malagasy is linguistically clearly Austronesian, but genetically the Malagasy trace both their maternal and paternal ancestries equally to Borneo and to the African mainland (Hurles et al. 2005).

The ancestral Trans-Himalayan paternal lineage O3a3c (M134) spread from the Eastern Himalaya in a northeasterly direction across East Asia to the North China plain. Subsequently, at a far shallower time depth, the Tibeto-Burman paternal lineage O3a3c (M134) spread from the Yellow River basin into what today is southern China, beginning with the Hân expansion southward during the Qin dynasty in the third century BC. The ancestral Tibeto-Burman paternal lineage O3a3c (M134) is intrusively present in the Korean peninsula and beyond, although Uralo-Siberian populations such as the Evenki predominantly retain the paternal lineage N. The distribution map of major Trans-Himalayan linguistic subgroups shows the centre of linguistic phylogenetic diversity to be rooted squarely in the Eastern Himalaya, with outliers trailing off towards the loess plains of the Yellow River basin in the northeast. This geographical projection of Trans-Himalayan linguistic diversity appears to reflect the spread of the paternal O3a3c (M134) lineage putatively associated with this linguistic dispersal.

Molecular genetic findings shed light both on ethnolinguistic prehistory and its unrecorded sociolinguistic dimensions, and often population geneticists find molecular corroboration of what some linguists and ethnographers have been claiming for centuries. Although paternal ancestry only represents a very small segment of our ancestry, emerging autosomal findings appear, at least in part, to corroborate the reconstruction presented here for meridional East Asia (Chaubey et al. 2010, Jinam et al. 2013). Correlations between linguistic, archaeology and genetics must inform a chronologically layered view of ethnolinguistic prehistory (Bellwood et al. 2011, van Driem 2011b).

The Eastern Himalaya from the Dhaulāgiri to the Liángshān, and more particularly the region comprising Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, south-
eastern Tibet and northeastern India, furnished the cradle for the ethno-
genesis of all East Asian language families: Trans-Himalayan, Hmong-
Mien, Austroasiatic and Austro-Tai. At even greater time depths, the
Urano-Siberian and Altaic linguistic phyla too may have ultimately
originated in the Eastern Himalaya. In the hoary past, when our ana-
tomically modern ancestors emerged from Africa on their way to East
Asia, Southeast Asia, Oceania, Siberia, the Americas and even Lapp-
land, many of these ancestors must at one point have passed through
the Eastern Himalayan region and crossed the Brahmaputra.

NOTES

1 The EPAS1 gene encodes a protein named endothelial PAS domain protein 1
(EPAS1), alternatively known as hypoxia inducible factor 2-alpha (HIF-2α). The egl-9
family hypoxia inducible factor 1 gene (EGLN1) encodes the enzyme hypoxia induc-
ible factor prolyl hydroxylase 2 (HIF-PH2) or prolyl hydroxylase domain-containing
protein 2 (PHD2)

2 Geneticists working in China might have been able to discern these correlations if
they had had access to samples from the Himalayan region and if their interpretations
had not been impaired by the faulty Sino-Tibetan framework. Su et al. (2000) related
Y-chromosomal haplogroup M122 to “Sino-Tibetan”, and their understanding of this
putative language family was based on an old edition of Grimes’ Ethnologue, which
was replete with obsolete and misleading information and incorporated empirically
unsupported family tree models. A shortage of information on language families and
linguistic phylogeny likewise underlay the inability of Wen et al. (2004) and Shi et al.
(2005) clearly to discern the correlations outlined here. The findings of Su et al. (2000)
were discussed in my 2001 Périgueux paper, published as van Driem (2005a), and the
findings of Wen et al. (2004) and Shi et al. (2005) were discussed in van Driem (2007).

3 Historically, the empirically well supported Tibeto-Burman or Trans-Himalayan
model of language relationship has had to compete with a number of empirically un-
supported “Sino” family trees, which were essentially founded upon methodologically
flawed comparisons, bewilderment about the historical grammar of Chinese and, more
generally, inadequate knowledge of the Trans-Himalayan languages: Sino-Tibetan
(Przyluski 1924), Sino-Yenisseian (Schmidt 1926), Sino-Caucasian (Bouda 1950), Si-
no-Burman (Ramstedt 1957), Sino-Indo-European (Pulleyblank 1966), Sino-Himala-
yan (Bodman 1973), Sino-Austronesian (Sagart 1993), Sino-Kiranti (Starostin 1994),
Sino-Mayan (Jones 1995) and Sino-Uralic (Gao 2008). This episode of linguistic
history has been recounted elsewhere (van Driem 2014a).

4 Presumably other factors propelling language change, however, would have been
just as operative in Palaeolithic times as they are today, e.g. economy of articulation,
emphasis for clarity, politeness and avoidance, taboo, misunderstanding, analogy, back
formation, prestige and pretentiousness, group identity signalling as well as changes by
structural necessity whereby one change or set of changes inexorably impels another.

5 Martine Robbeets (2010) coined the term Trans-Eurasian for the language family
traditionally known as Altaic. She reserves the term Altaic for a putative higher-order
subgroup within Trans-Eurasian comprising Turkic, Mongolic and Tungusic, whereas
Koreanic and Japonic in her model are treated as branches that have a phylogenetic
status coordinate with ‘Altaic’ sensu Robbeets within Trans-Eurasian.
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